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Comparison of Adjectives

A Choose the correct answer.

1 Larry is the taller /  tallest  boy in the class. 6 Edna is the thin / thinnest girl I know.

2  The United States of America is bigger /  7 Our song was the good / best one in the  

the biggest than Greece.  competition.

3  John is the faster / fastest runner in the  8 This hotel is modern / more modern than  

school.  that one.

4  That is the interesting / most interesting  9 The city is noisier / the noisiest than the  

book in the library.  country.

5  Roberta and Tim are the same age.  10 Jim’s room and Mark’s room are both messy. 

Roberta is as old / older as Tim.  Jim’s room is as messy / messier as Mark’s.

B  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the adjectives in brackets. 

1  Summer is ............................... (hot) season in the year. Spring and autumn are ............................... 

(cool) summer. Winter is ............................... (cold) season.

2  The red shirt is expensive. It is ............................... (expensive) shirt in the shop. The green shirt is 

............................... (nice) the pink shirt. 

3  My sister is ............................... (tall) my mum. My brother is ............................... (short) person in 

my family.

4  I think that elephants are ............................... (fat) animals and that monkeys are  

............................... (funny) animals in the zoo. Hippos are ............................... (ugly) elephants, but 

snakes are ............................... (ugly) animals of all.

5  I think Saturday is ............................... (good) day of the week and Monday is ............................... 

(bad) day of the week. What do you think?

C Complete the sentences with too or enough.

1  This shirt is ...................... small for me. I can’t move my arms!

2  I wasn’t listening carefully ...................... to what she said.

3  We came ...................... late and missed the bus.

4  There isn’t ...................... food in the fridge, so let’s eat out tonight!

5  This radio costs ...................... much money. I won’t buy it!

6  My jeans aren’t long ...................... . I can’t wear them.

7  The sun is ...................... hot. Let’s go inside now.

8  She isn’t tall ...................... to reach the shelf.

the hottest

too
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Comparison of Adjectives – Answers
A 1 tallest 6 thinnest
 2 bigger 7 best
 3 fastest 8 more modern
 4 most interesting 9 noisier
 5 old 10 messy

B 1 the hottest, cooler than, the coldest
 2 the most expensive, as nice as
 3 as tall as, the shortest
 4 the fattest, the funniest, uglier than, the ugliest
 5 the best, the worst

C 1 too 5 too
 2 enough 6 enough
 3 too 7 too
 4 enough 8 enough


